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$M_{0}$ $M$ $M$ $\pi_{1}(M)$ $G$
$M_{0}=G/H$ $G$ $\Gamma$
$M_{0}=G/H$ ( ),
Clifford-Klein $M$ $:=\Gamma\backslash G/H$ $M_{0}$
1.1
12. $(G, H)$ $G/H$ ?
$(G, H)$ $H$ $G$ $\Gamma$
$G/H$ 12 $G$
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$H$ 80 [9, 10, 11]
[16,19,21,23,27]
[14,15,22]




2.1. $G$ Lie $\sigma$ $G$ Lie $H$ $G^{\sigma}:=\{g\in G|$
$\sigma g=g\}$
$G/H$ $G/H$
$G,$ $H$ Lie 9, $\sigma$ : $Garrow G$ $g$
$\sigma$ $q:=\{X\in g|\sigma X=-X\}$
$(g,$ $)$ c-dual $g^{c}:=$ $\oplus\sqrt{-1}q$ $g$ $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ $g$ $g^{c}$
$g_{\mathbb{C}}$
2.1 $(G, H)$ :
(i) Lie $\Phi$ : $SL(2, \mathbb{R})arrow G$ $\Phi$ $SL(2, \mathbb{R})$ $G/H$
(ii) $g\geq 2$ $g$ $G$
$G/H$
(iii) $G/H$ $\Gamma$ ‘ ”a $e$ .
)
(iv) $G$ $G/H$





Fact 2.2. 2.1 $(G, H)$ :
(1) Lie $\rho$ : $\mathbb{R}arrow G$ $\rho$ $\mathbb{R}$ $G/H$
(2) $\mathbb{Z}$ $\mathbb{Z}$ $G$ $G/H$
(3) $G/H$
(4). $G$ $G/H$
(5) $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ Int $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ $\mathcal{O}_{hyp}$ $g$ $g^{c}$
(6) $rank_{\mathbb{R}}G>rank_{\mathbb{R}}H$ .
$X\in g$ [resp. $x\in G$] ad(X) $\in$ End(g) [resp. Ad$(x)\in$
$GL(g)]$
Fact (1), (2), (3), (4), (6) [9]
(1) (5)
Fact 2.2 (6) Calabi-Markus (cf.
(3) $)$




Lie $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ 9 $g_{\mathbb{C}}$
Dynkin $0,1,2$
Dynkin Jacobson-Morozov Kostant [17],
Malcev [20] $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ Int $\mathfrak{g}_{\mathbb{C}}$
Dynkin $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ $g$
( [1, 8, 24] ) $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ Dynkin
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2.3. Lie $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ $g$ $g_{\mathbb{C}}$
Dynkin $D$ $S$ $g$ $D$ $S$ match
$S$ $D$ $S$
$D$
2.4. Lie $\mathfrak{g}_{\mathbb{C}}=5[(6, \mathbb{C})$ $g=\epsilon u(4,2)$
$su(4,2)$ $S$
$-\bullet-$
$\epsilon 1(6, \mathbb{C})$ Dynkin $D_{1},$ $D_{2}$ :
2 1 $0$ 1 2
$D_{1}:=$–
2 2 2 2 2
$D_{2};=$
2.3 $D_{1}$ $S$ match $D_{2}$ $S$ match
[25] Djokovic [6] Fact
Fact 2.5. Lie $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ $g$ $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ Int $g_{\mathbb{C}}$
$\mathcal{O}$ $\mathcal{O}$ 9 $\mathcal{O}$ Dynkin $g$
$S$ match
2.1 Fact 2.5 $\mathbb{C}$ $g$ $g^{c}$
26. 2.1 $(g,$ $)$ (v)
(vi) $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ Int $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ $\mathcal{O}$ $\mathcal{O}$ Dynkin
$g$ match $g^{c}$ match
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Lie Dynkin-Kostant [7, 17] Bala-Carter [2]









5 $(2k, \mathbb{R})$ $5\mathfrak{p}(k,\mathbb{R})$
$5$ $(2k, \mathbb{R})$ 50 $(k, k)$
$\epsilon\iota c^{*}(4m+2)$ $(m+1, m)$
$\epsilon\iota\iota^{*}(4m)$ $5\mathfrak{p}(m, m)$
$\epsilon u^{*}(2k)$ $\epsilon 0^{*}(2k)$






$g$ $(2k, \mathbb{C})$ sp $(k, \mathbb{C})$
$z\downarrow(2k, \mathbb{C})$ $\epsilon u(k, k)$
so $(4m+2, \mathbb{C})$ so $(i, \mathbb{C})\oplus so(j, \mathbb{C})$
$\frac{(i+j=4n+2,i,jareodd)}{\mathfrak{s}o(4m+2,\mathbb{C})\epsilon o(2m+2,2m)}$




$G$ Lie $(G, H)$ $rank_{\mathbb{R}\emptyset}>rank_{\mathbb{R}}$ (cf. Fact
22(6) $)$ $(g,$ $)$ $G/H$





(i) $\Rightarrow$ (ii) (ii) $\Rightarrow$ (iii)
(see [18]) (i) (iv)
[12] (iii) (v)
Benoist [3] (i) (v)
$(i)\Leftrightarrow(v)$ 2.1 (i)
Lie
$A:=$ {Lie group homomorphisms $\Phi$ : $SL(2, \mathbb{R})arrow G$
such that $SL(2, \mathbb{R})$ acts properly on $G/H$ via $\Phi$ } $/\sim$
( $\Phi,$ $\Phi’:SL(2, \mathbb{R})arrow G$
$g\in G$
$g\cdot\Phi(x)\cdot g^{-1}=\Phi’(x)$ $(^{\forall}x\in SL(2, \mathbb{R}))$
$\Phi\sim\Phi’$ ). (v)
$B:=$ {Nilpotent orbits $\mathcal{O}$ of Int $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ in $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ which meets $g$ but not $g^{c}$ }
(i) (v) $A$ $B$
Step 1( $H$ ):
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( $\Phi,$ $\phi,$ $\psi$
Lie Lie ).
$\{\Phi:SL(2, \mathbb{R})arrow G\}/\sim$
$\{\phi:\epsilon t(2, \mathbb{R})arrow g\}/Intg$
$arrow$ { $\psi$ : $z1(2,$ $\mathbb{C})arrow 9\mathbb{C}|\text{ _{}g\in}$ Int $9\mathbb{C}$ such that $g\cdot\psi(\mathfrak{s}\mathfrak{l}(2,$ $\mathbb{R}))\subset g_{\mathbb{C}}$ } $/$ Int $9\mathbb{C}$
$R\#\overline{\pi}’arrow\backslash$
$\{$ Nilotent orbits $\mathcal{O}$ of Int $9\mathbb{C}$ in $9\mathbb{C}$ which meets $\emptyset\}$
– : Lie $\Phi$ : $SL(2, \mathbb{R})arrow G$ $G$
$d\Phi$ : $\mathcal{B}((2, \mathbb{R})arrow g$ Int 9
: Lie $\phi$ : $\mathcal{B}((2, \mathbb{R})arrow g$ Int $g$
$\phi_{\mathbb{C}}$ : $\epsilon t(2, \mathbb{C})arrow g_{\mathbb{C}}$ Int $g_{\mathbb{C}}$
: Lie $\psi$ : $zt(2, \mathbb{R})arrow g_{\mathbb{C}}$ Int g$\mathbb{C}$
Int $g_{\mathbb{C}}\cdot\psi((\begin{array}{ll}0 10 0\end{array}))\subset$ $\mathbb{C}$
$SL(2, \mathbb{R})$ $SL(2, \mathbb{C})$ $G$
( $G$ )
[25, Proposition 1.11] Fact
Fact 3.1. Lie $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ $g$ Lie $\psi$ : $\epsilon\downarrow(2, \mathbb{C})arrow$
$g_{\mathbb{C}}$
(a) $g\in$ Int g $\mathbb{C}$ $g\cdot\psi(\epsilon((2, \mathbb{R}))\subset g$
(b) $\emptyset \mathbb{C}$ Int $g_{\mathbb{C}}\cdot\psi((\begin{array}{ll}0 10 0\end{array}))$ j
(c) $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ Int $g_{\mathbb{C}}\cdot\psi((\begin{array}{ll}1 00 -1\end{array}))$ 9
Fact Jacobson-Morozov
Lie
{Lie group homomorphisms $\Phi$ : $SL(2,$ $\mathbb{R})arrow G$ } $/\sim$
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{Nilpotent orbits $\mathcal{O}$ of Int $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ in $g_{C}$ }
Remark 3.2.




{Lie group homomorphisms $\Phi$ : $SL(2,$ $\mathbb{R})arrow G$ } $/\sim$
$B$
{Nilpotent orbits $\mathcal{O}$ of Int $\emptyset c$ in $g_{C}$ }
Step 1 $A$ $B$
Step 2-1: [9] :
33. 2.1 Lie $\Phi$ : $SL(2, \mathbb{R})arrow G$ f $d\Phi$ :
$\epsilon 1(2, \mathbb{R})arrow g$ $\Phi$ $SL(2, \mathbb{R})$ $G/H$
Int $g\cdot d\Phi((\begin{array}{ll}1 00 -1\end{array}))\subset g$
Step 1 $A$ Lie
$A’:=$ { $\phi$ : $\epsilon\downarrow(2,$ $\mathbb{R})arrow 9|$ Int $g\cdot\phi((\begin{array}{ll}1 00 -1\end{array}))$ does not meet } $/Intg$
Step 2-2: Lie
3.4. 2.1 $X\in g$ $g$
(Int g) $\cdot X$ $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ (Int $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ ) $\cdot X$ $g^{c}$
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Step 1 $A’$ Lie
$A”$ $:=\{\psi$ : $\mathfrak{g}\mathfrak{l}(2, \mathbb{C})arrow 9\mathbb{C}|\text{ _{}g\in}$ Int $9\mathbb{C}$ such that $g\cdot\psi(g[(2, \mathbb{R}))\subset g_{\mathbb{C}}$ ,
and Int $g_{\mathbb{C}}\cdot\phi((\begin{array}{ll}1 00 -1\end{array}))$ does not meet $g^{c}$ } $/$ Int $9c$
Step 2-3: Fact 3.1 $9\mathbb{C}$ $g^{c}$ $A”$
$\{\psi$ : $g\downarrow(2, \mathbb{C})arrow 9\mathbb{C}|\text{ _{}g\in Intg_{\mathbb{C}}}$ such that $g.\cdot\psi(\epsilon\downarrow(2,\mathbb{R}))\subset g_{\mathbb{C}}$,
and Int $g_{\mathbb{C}}\cdot\phi((\begin{array}{ll}0 10 0\end{array}))$ does not meet $g^{c}$ } $/Intg_{\mathbb{C}}$
Step 1 $A”$
$B=$ {Nilpotent orbits $\mathcal{O}$ of Int $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ in $g_{\mathbb{C}}$ which meets $g$ but not $g^{c}$ }
$A$ $B$ $A$ (
$(i))$ $B$ ( $(v)$ )
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